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100 % connecté :
Le cerveau et les neurones

Children's Books

100%
CONNECTED
Éric Mathivet
Sébastien Chebret
Up there in our cranium
is the most mysterious of
all of our organs: the brain.

9782352632481 | 2019 | 40 pages | 19x29 cm | 13.50 €

A GREEN
EARTH!
In what ways are fossil fuels harmful for the future of the
planet? How does mankind use the light from the sun or the
power of the wind or waves to create energy? Through clear
and simple explanations of natural phenomena as well as
the techniques used and their impacts, this picture book
enables readers to better understand energy transition and
the issues at stake.

THE BRAIN AND ITS NEURONS
The brain gives all of the necessary orders to make our body
move, breathe, or digest, even in our sleep and without us
even paying attention! How is that possible? Thanks to all of
the nerves in our body. Connecting the muscles and organs
throughout the body, they process and transmit information
via the spinal cord. How? Using electrical signals!

Une planète verte !

Sandrine Dumas-Roy
Céline Manillier
Let’s direct the spotlight
to green energy in order
to combat global warming!
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9782352632771 | 2020 | 40 pages | 27x21 cm | 13.50 €
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Le Poulet

Children's Books

CHICKEN
Are some chickens better off than others? Today, 80% of
chickens live by the thousands in confined spaces without
grass or room to run around. These poor souls are stuffed
full of antibiotics and slaughtered at 6 weeks of age. Brrr...
It’s enough to give you goose bumps! Luckily, there are also
more respectful poultry farms: fresh air, grass, spacious
chicken coops, a 100% vegetal diet, a slow and natural
growing process... Now that’s the life!
9782352632689 | 2019 | 40 pages | 22x25,5 cm | 12.50 €

Françoise Laurent
Nicolas Gouny
Nothing makes our taste
buds sing like a crispy
roasted chicken!

Anne-Claire Lévêque
Nicolas Gouny
Ever heard of repurposing?
Create these neat objects
yourself!
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Je bricole les pieds sur Terre

EARTHFRIENDLY
CRAFTING

Pieces of cardboard pieces, bits of wool, branches, ribbons,
corks… Don’t toss them anymore! They can become a
swing for a doll, a necklace, or a garage for small cars…
Crafting with material recovery is an opportunity to learn
how they were manufactured and to become a zero-waste
expert! With 15 DIY activities and step-by-step instructions,
children will learn how materials are made and about their
manufacturing process. In doing so, they’ll also learn how
to choose them in an environmentally-friendly way!
9782352632887 | 2020 | 40 pages | 22x25,5 cm | 13.50 €
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Marie Lescroart
Nicolas Gouny
Let’s garden in
an earth-friendly way!

Je jardine les pieds sur Terre

EARTHFRIENDLY
GARDENING

A rake, a watering can, a spade... You don’t need much
to try your hand at gardening! But you also need to know
about the earth and understand how nature works. Prepare
your own compost, select plants that get along with one
another, wage an ecological battle against aphids... Each
of the 16 activities is preceded by a scientific lesson: how
photosynthesis works, the role of weeds, etc.
9782352632696 | 2019 | 40 pages | 22x25,5 cm | 13.50 €

Children's Books

Les émotions, ça chahute un peu,
beaucoup…

EMOTIONS,
WHAT A ROLLERCOASTER RIDE!
Rhéa Dufresne
Sébastien Chebret
Every day there’s a big jumble
of emotions in my head,
body, and heart.
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Every day there’s a big jumble of emotions in my head, body,
and heart! Wonder, joy, anger, sadness, calm, embarrassment, jealousy, surprise, envy, pride, impatience, fear…
12 emotions are related to daily situations. Children are also
invited to recognize postures or faces for each emotion,
enabling them to put words to their feelings. A great way
to learn about and deal with our emotions.
9782352631644 | 2016 | 36 pages | 22x22 cm | 12.50 €
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Énergies, circulez ! :
Le système des méridiens

Children's Books

ENERGY, FLOW!
THE MERIDIAN SYSTEM

Our bodies are made of bones, muscles, arteries, and
much more. Each organ has a role to play. But there is
also a vital energy that flows through our bodies that the
Chinese call “Qi,” which flows through the meridians. Like
in nature, that energy flows. Each meridian is connected to
an organ and supplies its energy. They even have an impact
on our health and emotions!

Pierre Levasseur
Sébastien Chebret
Discover the meridian
system!

9782352632849 | 2020 | 40 pages | 19x29 cm | 13.50 €

La Guitare star

GUITAR,
THE STAR
An oval-shaped hollow body that tapers in the middle, a
round hole surrounded by a rosette, a long neck with keys
and 6 strings... You guessed it! It’s the acoustic guitar! How
do the strings vibrate? How does one choose the right kinds
of wood? What does the guitar maker’s work entail? What
about the electric guitar?
9782352632894 | 2020 | 40 pages | 21x27 cm | 13.50 €

Françoise Laurent
Karine Maincent
Discover all of the trade
secrets of this legendary
instrument!
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Dans mon petit jardin

IN MY LITTLE
GARDEN

Children's Books

A beautiful story
about gardening.

9782352632764 | 2020 | 36 pages | 30x30 cm | 16.00 €

INSECTS
Insects are a wealth of inspiration as well as a source of
information for scientists. Each of the 21 insects selected by
Claire Lecœuvre bears a message related to understanding
the living world: the hermit beetle is an indicator of the state
of the forests, the golden tortoise beetle thrills gardeners,
the stonefly is a sign that river waters are clean... Others
beat records for their ingenuity or strength. So let’s get
small and observe them!

The main character can’t wait to spend her vacation at her
grandparents’ house. Her grandfather has prepared a great
surprise: a corner of a garden just for her. She takes the
responsibility very seriously, preparing the soil, planting
seeds, watering, choosing the plants with care... But she’ll
soon discover that she’s not alone! Earthworms, ants, and
other insects also live there...

Lenia Major
Clémence Pollet

Les Insectes

9782352632801 | 2020 | 40 pages | 30x30 cm | 16.00 €

Claire Lecœuvre
Capucine Mazille
Some people shriek and run
away when they see insects,
while others take out
their microscopes.
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La P'tite Nuit

LI'L NIGHT

Children's Books

Each morning, the sun rises over the garden. And each
evening, it disappears on the other side. Some animals
go to sleep when it gets dark while others wake up. For
the lady glow-worm, it’s time to light up her stomach and
attract her man. For the owl, the wild boar, the hedgehog,
and even the bat, the dark is great for hunting... So let’s
switch off the lights and listen to the night reveal its secrets!

Les P'tites Coccinelles

LITTLE
LADYBIRDS
But where are the wings, the shell, the red color, and the
black dots? They’ll appear later! For now, the larva just
needs to eat. The more it eats, the more it grows and
changes… until the final metamorphosis! Surprise! Not
all ladybirds are red and black.

9782352632924 | 2020 | 32 pages | 19x19 cm | 9.50 €

9782352632870 | 2020 | 32 pages | 19x19 cm | 9.50 €

Marie Lescroart
Chloé du Colombier
Let’s switch off the light
and listen to the secrets
of the night!

Fleur Daugey
Chloé du Colombier
Discover the life cycle
of these beautiful beetles!
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Emmanuelle Houssais
All around you live a
multitude of living beings,
each very different from
the last: bacteria!

Mon petit monde

MY LITTLE
WORLD
All around you, there is a fascinating world that you cannot
see: the world of bacteria! There are billions of them, and
they were the first inhabitants of Earth. Despite their bad
reputation, bacteria are actually quite helpful! On your skin,
in your mouth, in your stomach, they play an essential
role in keeping your body functioning and keeping you
healthy. Through this poetic and very well-documented
book, Emmanuelle Houssais invites us on a journey to this
fascinating and microscopic world. Her goal: to help us see
the invisible and restore bacteria’s good name!
9782352632795 | 2019 | 36 pages | 30x30 cm | 16.00 €

Children's Books

Fleur Daugey
Chiara Dattola
For thousands of years,
human myths have granted
magical powers to certain
animals.
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Le livre des animaux magiques

THE BOOK
OF MAGICAL
ANIMALS

To the Maya, the hummingbird is the messenger of
thoughts. In Japan, the dragonfly embodies the values of
the Samurai. For the Bobo in Burkina Faso, the chameleon
has the ability to heal skin ailments. In ancient Egypt, the
bumblebee accompanied the souls of the dead to the
afterlife... By considering these fascinating stories along
with scientific studies of the animals in question, we realize
that human beliefs are not necessarily so far from reality!
9782352632597 | 2019 | 40 pages | 30x30 cm | 18.50 €
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Inês D'Almeÿ
Sébastien Chebret
Will Gaston manage
to turn the cacophony into
a symphony?

Les bruits de la ville

THE CITY'S
NOISES
Gaston can’t sleep... All of the city’s sounds are bouncing around in his head: car horns, children’s laughter,
jackhammers... Fed up, he leaves his bed and climbs to
the top of a tree on the hill overlooking the city. And that’s
where he hears it: a melody... the beautiful, sweet sound
of music. A book that resonates with our urban lives, with
a hint of poetry that captures the imagination.
This picture book invites the reader to compose an internal
anthem to gently overcome city life and its frenetic pace.
9782352632627 | 2019 | 40 pages | 24x34 cm | 16.00 €

Children's Books

Une vie de chouette

THE LIFE
OF AN OWL
With its big round eyes, its hooked beak, and its head that
can almost turn 360 degrees, the owl is a mighty predator!
But the owl is also faithful and thoughtful when it comes
to its family life. Owls mate for life and take turns caring
for their young. Although the family splits up in the fall, the
parents will be reunited in the spring while their children
take wing to live their own life!

Alicia Quillardet
Hoo-hoo-hoo-oo-o...
Let’s learn more about
this mysterious animal,
which we only hear hooting
at nightfall!
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9782352632825 | 2020 | 32 pages | 19x26 cm | 12.00 €
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Emmanuelle Grundmann
Capucine Mazille
Rustle, rustle... The forest
opens its branches to us!

Ces arbres qui font nos forêts

THE TREES
THAT MAKE
OUR FORESTS
Forest, whether they’re tropical, humid, or temperate,
are teeming with life! Up in the canopy live the acrobats.
Down under the soil, recycling creatures busily colonize the
ground. There’s so much to discover! By plunging into the
heart of our forests, the reader will learn about the diversity
of forest ecosystems throughout the world and will become
aware of their fragile equilibrium.
9782352632917 | 2020 | 40 pages | 27x21 cm | 13.50 €

Children's Books

Que dit la mode ?

WHAT ABOUT
FASHION?
Fashion has become an economic sector that is subject
to the rules of globalization and e-commerce. We often
hear that it is temporary, shallow, polluting... But we can
hardly dispense with fashion. What does it say about our
personality? About our society? What is fast fashion? Is
sustainable fashion the only solution?
9782352632740 | 2020 | 128 pages | 15x21 cm | 12.00 €

Anne Botella
Élodie Perrotin
From fast fashion
to ethical fashion.
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Une terrible envie de Loup

WHAT DOES
THE WOLF
WANT?

Children's Books

There was once a wolf wandering through the forest with
a bag slung over his shoulder. He seemed to be looking
for something... But what did the wolf want? To eat them,
gobble them up, devour them? Nothing of the sort! He just
wanted to tell them... a story!

Lenia Major
Fabien Öckto Lambert
The wolf wants to… ???

9782352632603 | 2019 | 40 pages | 27x21 cm | 13.50 €

Ingrid Seithumer
Élodie Perrotin
GDP, interest rate, inflation...
We hear these words
every day!
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Où va l'économie ?

WHERE IS
THE ECONOMY
GOING?
The realities behind those words have very concrete and
direct consequences on our lives. Understanding how
the economy works and asking questions about growth,
consumption, work, and the impact of our economy on
the environment is to open the debate to a new economic
approach.
9782352632931 | 2020 | 128 pages | 15x21 cm | 12.00 €

